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Abstract:

Context: Software documentation is an integral part of any software development process. Researchers and practitioners have expressed concerns about costs, benefits and quality of software documentation in practice. On the one hand, there is a lack of a comprehensive model to evaluate the quality of documentation. On the other hand, researchers and practitioners need to assess whether documentation cost outweighs its benefit.

Objectives: In this study, we aim to summarize the existing literature and provide an overview of the field of software documentation cost, benefit and quality.

Method: We use the systematic-mapping methodology to map the existing body of knowledge related to software documentation cost, benefit and quality. To achieve our objectives, 11 Research Questions (RQ) are raised. The primary papers are carefully selected. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, our study pool included a set of 69 papers from 1971-2011. A systematic map is developed and refined iteratively.

Results: We present the results of a systematic mapping covering different research aspects related to software documentation cost, benefit and quality (RQ 1-11). Key findings include: (1) Validation research papers are dominating (27 papers), followed by solution proposals (21 papers). (2) Most papers (61 out of 69) do not mention the development life-cycle model explicitly. Agile development is only mentioned in 6 papers. (3) Most papers include only one “System under Study” (SUS) which is mostly academic prototype. The average number of participants in survey-based papers is 106, the highest one having approximately 1,000 participants. (4) In terms of focus of papers, 50 papers focused on documentation quality, followed by 37 papers on benefit, and 12 papers on documentation cost. (5) The quality attributes of documentation that appear in most papers are, in order: completeness, consistency and accessibility. Additionally, improved meta-models for documentation cost, benefit and quality are also presented. Furthermore, we have created an online paper repository of the primary papers analyzed and mapped during this study.
Conclusion: Our study results show that this research area is emerging but far from mature. Firstly, documentation cost aspect seems to have been neglected in the existing literature and there are no systematic methods or models to measure cost. Also, despite a substantial number of solutions proposed during the last 40 years, more and stronger empirical evidences are still needed to enhance our understanding of this area. In particular, what we expect includes (1) More validation or evaluation studies; (2) Studies involving large-scale development projects, or from large number of study participants of various organizations; (3) More industry-academia collaborations; (4) More estimation models or methods to assess documentation quality, benefit and, especially, cost.

Keywords: Software documentation, Technical software documentation, Documentation cost, Documentation benefit, Documentation quality, Systematic mapping, Paper repository.
1 INTRODUCTION

Software documentation is an integral part of any software development process [14]. In fact, software documentation has become a popular sub-domain in software engineering [18] to the extent that there are special interest groups such as the ACM Special Interest Group on Design of Communication (SIGDOC).

A literature search in the beginning of this study (Fall 2013) yielded 500+ papers on software documentation. A large portion of this set proposes various types of documentation management systems or formats. Another portion of the paper set focuses on cost, benefits and quality of documentation, the subjects which we focus on in this study.

In our study, we target the documents that are software development related. We call them technical and refer to those documents that (1) are produced during the software development lifecycle and (2) whose target audience(s) are software developer(s). The types of documents within the scope of our investigation typically include requirement, design, implementation and test documents as well as code comments. Product or user manuals may also be produced during development lifecycle, but are excluded in our investigation because it violates the second criterion, i.e., their target audiences are not software developers. We define the term cost as the value of effort or time that has been used to produce a software artifact (e.g., code, or documentation).

A considerable share of software projects’ costs are spent on documentation, e.g., a ratio of 11% was reported in [48]. This indicates that the effort consumed in documentation is one significant cost drivers during software development processes. It is natural and expected that, when cost is spent in developing an artifact, that artifact should be used and provides benefit at some point in the development or maintenance phase [36, 51, 62]. The benefits could be reflected in many aspects, e.g., shortened task duration, improved code quality, higher productivity, or any other improvements related to software development. In terms of documentation quality, we define it as the character of documents with respect to fineness which is often influenced by how much time/effort is spent on and affects the benefits practitioners get from the documents. Therefore, the aspect of document quality is also included in our scope of study.

On the other hand, the traditional view of software documentation is undergoing the challenge of Agile development methods [10, 45, 46, 56]. As the Agile manifesto [143] points out: “Working software [is valued] over comprehensive documentation”. The manifesto also mentions that, while there is value in the items on the right (i.e. documentation), we value the items on the left (i.e. working software) more. Does this mean documentation is no longer important [56]? Practitioners start to question whether the cost of creating and maintaining documentation outweighs its potential benefit [46, 56]. To answer such a question, one needs to be able to quantitatively measure the cost and benefit of documentation.
During the past three to four decades, researchers, in increasing numbers, have proposed different techniques for analyzing cost, benefit and quality of documentation. As the research area matures and the number of related papers increases, we feel it is important to summarize the current state-of-the-art and provide an overview of the trends in this specialized field. To address that goal, we present in this paper a systematic mapping of the literature in this area.

According to Petersen et al. [152], a systematic mapping (SM) is a method to review, classify, and structure papers related to a specific research field in software engineering. According to Kitchenham et al. [156]: “mapping papers can save time and effort for researchers and provide baselines to assist new research efforts”. The goal is to obtain an overview of existing approaches, outlining the coverage of the research field in different facets of the classification scheme that we develop in this paper. Identified gaps in the field serve as a valuable basis for future research directions. Using an empirical study, Kitchenham et al. [157] reported that SM papers also have educational values and would provide young researchers and students with useful and transferable research skills and are a useful first step for postgraduate PhD candidates.

Unlike a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [150], finding evidence for impact of a proposed approach is not the main focus in a systematic mapping [152]. However, the two methods have many overlaps and the results of a systematic mapping can be fed into a more rigorous systematic review study to support evidence-based software engineering [150].

Systematic mapping papers generally consist of five steps including: (1) a definition of research questions, (2) conducting the search for relevant papers, (3) screening of papers, (4) key-wording of abstracts, and (5) data extraction and mapping [152], which we follow in this paper.

As far as we are concerned, we have not been able to find any study to synthesize or to systematically map the existing papers on software documentation cost, benefit and quality. Our study aims to survey the existing literature for purpose of identifying research trends. We hope that this paper contributes a summary of the area that could be useful for follow-up future papers. Also, the need for this SM was motivated in the context of a multi-year industrial collaborative research and development project in which the authors are involved in, which aims to minimize the cost and amount of documentation across the software development life-cycle for one of our industrial partners.

The main contributions of this paper are two-fold:

- A unified meta-model for documentation quality incorporating and consolidating all the individual and partial parts proposed by previous researchers, and also a meta-model for documentation usage process and benefit (Section 5.2)
- A systematic map (Section 5) developed for the area of documentation cost, benefit, and quality and consequently the systematic mapping of the existing research in this area (Sections 6)

The main questions we intend to answer in this study are:

1. How do researchers assess the quality of documentation?
2. What are the cost-related attributes of software documentation?
3. What benefit does documentation bring to software practitioners?

During our SM study, we have extracted the attributes or metrics to measure these three aspects. For document quality aspect, we extracted more than 13 attributes that cover different aspects of document quality, including up-to-date-ness, completeness, etc. For benefit aspect, we also gathered three main categories (e.g., development aid, maintenance aid, etc.) and two metrics (e.g., task time reduction, etc.). In terms of document cost, we also extracted two main categories (i.e., production or maintenance cost, etc.) and one quantitative metric (i.e., document size). The results are presented in detail in Section 6.8-6.10.
Also, we published an online paper repository which has been created during this systematic study [155]. Future researchers or practitioners can find related works in the area of software documentation cost, benefit and quality by using our repository.

The remainder of paper is organized as followed. Section 2 discusses background and related work. In Section 3, we describe our research method, including the overall SM process, the goal and research questions tackled in this study. Section 4 discusses in detail the paper selection process. Section 5 presents the systematic map which has been built through an iterative selection and synthesis process. Section 6 presents the results of the systematic mapping. Validity aspects of this study are discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 summarizes and concludes this study and states the future work directions. The reference section at the end of the paper is divided into two parts: primary papers of the systematic mapping are listed first and then the other references used in this study.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Before presenting our SM study and results, we discuss in this section the following background information and related work:

- What is software documentation?
- Systematic mappings and literature-review studies in software engineering
- Existing work in formalizing software documentation

2.1 WHAT IS SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION?

In the thesis of Andrew Forward [3], software documentation is defined as "an artefact whose purpose is to communicate information about the software system to which it belongs". In this definition, documentation is stressed for the usage of communication among software engineers. Parnas [38] defines document as "a written description that has an official status or authority and may be used as evidence". Such description is expected to provide precise information about the systems. Parnas points out that the word document is used very generally, referring to any information accompanying the software, even if it is imprecise or incomplete. Parnas also classified documents into different types for different purposes. For example, specifications in the forms of “assertions or program functions” may be useful for developers, but might not be significant for other users. One example of “other users” is testers who may only concern the black-box functionalities of the program rather than the detailed implementation. This clarification is helpful for our discussion in this paper since it provides rationale for the attribute scheme to be described in Section 5.

From the above discussion, we can see that the meaning of documentation is many-fold. Thus it is difficult to draw a definition in a single sentence. Instead, we conclude the above-mentioned definitions by listing several aspects of documentation below:

- Documentation is a written description of software systems
- Documentation is expected to provide precise information about the systems
- Documentation can refer to the product manual that developers created for non-developer users
- Development (or technical) documentation is created for the purpose of communication among software engineers
- Documentation can refer to different artifacts, including requirements, design, code comment, test cases, etc.
- Documentation can be presented in different formats, varying from the traditional written text to graphical models (e.g., those using UML), from static text to dynamic hypertext systems.

Our study is targeting the cost, benefit and quality of documentation in development phases. By ‘development phase’, we refer to the phases that exist in the process of developing software products,
including requirement, design or test, etc. [158]. As discussed in Section 1, we are only concerned with
development (or technical) documentation. Such documentation includes the document types that are
commonly used in development phases, such as requirement, design, test, process control documents,
etc. In this paper, architecture documentation, which specifies how software systems are structured, is
generally considered as a type of design. These types of document either describe the technical details of
the system or specify how the system should be built. On the other hand, we excluded those papers only
discussing non-development-related documentation (e.g., user manuals).

Some researchers and professionals believe that source code itself can be viewed as one type of
documentation. However, in this paper we do not bear this view. We intend to narrow our scope of
documentation. Otherwise, the cost or quality of documentation will include the source code quality,
which will be too broad to be addressed in one single study.

2.2 SYSTEMATIC MAPPINGS AND LITERATURE-REVIEW STUDIES IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Research proceeds by learning from and being inspired by existing research works. When a research area
grows and owns a large number of existing papers, it requires a substantial effort to read all the literature
before conducting new research. Summarizing the existing literature and providing an overview for a
certain area is helpful for new researchers (e.g., new Master or PhD students), identifying research trends
and shedding lights on future directions.

Like many other research fields, software engineering has its methodologies for conducting secondary
studies. Petersen et al. [152] presented a guideline paper on how to conduct systematic mapping (SM)
studies in software engineering. This paper provides insights on building classification schemes and
structuring a particular sub-domain of interest in software engineering. The technique described by
Petersen et al. was applied in our SM study.

Kitchenham et al [159] reported a review on SLR papers in software engineering. 20 relevant papers are
collected and analyzed. The authors concluded that the potential value of SLR papers is demonstrated by
the series of papers. Yet none of these papers focused on software documentation. As a more ‘open’ form
of SLR [160], SM study method also attracts attention among some researchers. Budgen et al. [160]
conducted an informal review on the SM papers on software engineering and reported a summary of
these papers. In total, six SM papers were examined and studied. We also browsed the Software
Engineering Evidence Map [161] which listed 41 SLR or SM papers. The areas that these papers cover
include Software Testing, Software Engineering Management, etc. Again, none of these papers
concentrate their discussion on documentation issues. Hopefully, our SM study in this paper may
address this gap and to lay a foundation for more comprehensive secondary studies, such as Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) in the future in the area of software documentation.

2.3 EXISTING WORK IN FORMALIZING SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION

Researchers have formalized the documentation process, cost, benefit and quality attributes. We were
able to find a few existing works [12, 35, 37, 64] in this subject. In this paper, we present a formalized
view on the documentation process, cost, benefit and quality (Section 5.2). We discuss below the existing
work and also how our extended models differ from the previous work.

Arthur and Stevens [12] reported a case study on assessing the adequacy of project documentation based
on a taxonomic structure for documentation characteristics. They defined Document Quality Indicators
(DQI) to decompose the quality into factor level and form a hierarchical model. Based on the
characteristics they collected, our proposed model incorporates other attributes that are not included in
the Arthur and Stevens’ model, such as up-to-date-ness and content duplication. In other words, our
work offers a more comprehensive model of document quality characteristics.

Visconti and Cook [64] proposed a 4-level Documentation Process Maturity model. Their model aims to
evaluate the document process maturity and to address the low quality issues of documentation. In their
model, each level is identified with a name, keywords, key process areas, key practice, key indicators, etc. They also proposed an intermediate set of goals toward higher levels of process maturity. However, their maturity model does not solve the problem of measuring the document quality directly. Our study, in contrast, decomposes the document quality concept into different attributes and lays a foundation for further concrete, quantitative measurement of document quality.

Priestley and Utt [37] integrated the documentation development process into the Rational Unified Process (RUP). In their model, they identified the workers (e.g., technical writers, information architects), the artifacts (e.g., concept, task and documentation) and the documentation development work-flow. While they focus their discussion on the process of developing documentation, our proposed model emphasizes the relationships among the entities in the process: software personnel, tasks and documentation, so as to investigate the cost or benefit of software documentation.

Meng et al. [35] proposed a software comprehension model where document is modeled as “descriptions of the documented artifacts”. The authors aim to use such a process model to describe comprehension tasks in different contexts. Their proposed model is similar to the one which we present (See Figure 2) in this paper in several aspects: (1) Both models consider tasks as the main activity that motivates software engineers to consult documents; (2) Documents are considered as main information sources in both models. However, since their model concentrates on program comprehension, the authors do not elaborate on and types of documents or types of tasks as we do in this paper. For example, we differentiate tasks into two main categories: maintenance tasks and pre-maintenance tasks, and for each category we include corresponding sub-categories (See Figure 2). Also, types of documentation artifacts are elaborated in our model. A document can be presented in textual or visual form, or as code comments. Such elaborations are necessary to study the documentation usage process in detail and thus to investigate the benefit or cost of documentation.

3 RESEARCH METHOD
In the following, an overview of our research method and then the goal and research questions of our study are presented.

3.1 OVERVIEW
This SM is carried out in reference to the guidelines provided by Petersen et al. [152], and Kitchenham and Charters [150]. In designing the methodology for this SM, methods (e.g., deriving concise research questions and research methodology) from several other SMs such as [141, 145, 146] were also incorporated.

Our SM study process is outlined as a UML activity diagram in Figure 1. The process consists of several phases (activities) which are described throughout Sections 4-6. The Research Questions (RQs) appearing in Figure 1 are discussed in the next section.
3.2 GOAL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The goal of this study is to systematically review the state-of-the-art in analyzing cost, benefit, and quality of software documentation within the software development lifecycle (SDLC), to classify the papers in this area and to find out the recent trends in this field from the perspective of researchers and practitioners.

In simpler terms, the goal is to understand the software documentation research with regard to the following three attributes: cost, benefit, and quality. We are also interested in understanding how the research area has evolved over time with regards to those attributes.

Based on the above goal, the following research questions are raised. Main topics, question bodies and rationale for each Research Question (RQ) are presented as below. Classifications used to answer each of the questions are discussed in Section 5.

- **RQ 1 - Number of papers by research facet**: What type of research methods are used in the papers? A paper could be simply a solution proposal, while other papers take experimental research approaches (with various levels of rigor) [152]. The rationale behind this RQ is that knowing the breakdown of the research area with respect to (w.r.t.) research facet types will provide us with the maturity of the field and papers in using empirical approaches.

- **RQ 2 - Number of papers by contribution facet**: What types of contributions are made by the papers? How many papers present documentation methods/techniques, tools, models, metrics, or processes? Knowing the breakdown of the papers w.r.t. contribution facet types will provide us with the list of each contribution type (e.g., documentation tools presented in the previous papers) which could be used in follow-up papers.

- **RQ 3 - Types of development life-cycle model**: In what type of development life-cycle model (e.g., waterfall or Agile) is the documentation applied? Knowing the breakdown of the papers with respect to development phases in which documentation is used will provide us with the ratio of the processes using or studying documentation.

- **RQ 4 - Type of artifact**: What are the artifact types for which documentation is made? Artifacts types may include requirement, design, test, process and code. The answer to this RQ can help us understand for what purposes most documentation is developed.
• RQ 5 -Documentation formats: In what format is the documentation presented? Possible formats include formatted text, models (e.g., UML), code comments, specific tools, etc. Addressing this RQ will help us gain knowledge about the type of formats most documentation is expressed.

• RQ 6 -Objects under study: What are the attributes of the objects under study? Some papers have studied the documentation issues in the context of case-papers, while others have involved participants in surveys to solicit their input in studying the documentation issues. This question intends to analyze the attributes of those objects, e.g., size and scale of case study systems, and number of participants involved in surveys. The rationale behind this RQ is to characterize the size and scale of the case papers in papers which have involved software systems or survey participants.

• RQ 7 -Focus of papers: Among all papers devoted to documentation, what is the percentage of papers that focus on these aspects of interest: cost, benefit and quality? Addressing this RQ will reveal which of the above aspects have received most of the attention in the community, thus, enabling us to find the less-developed areas for conducting new research.

• RQ 8 -Software documentation cost attributes and metrics: What attributes and metrics related to the cost of documentation have been studied? Addressing this RQ will provide the list of most-popular attributes and metrics, along with the level of research activity on each, which could be used for future papers.

• RQ 9 -Software documentation usage and benefit attributes and metrics: What attributes and metrics related to the usage/benefit of documentation have been studied? Addressing this RQ will provide same benefits as RQ 8.

• RQ 10 -Software documentation quality attributes and metrics: What attributes and metrics related to the quality of documentation have been studied? Addressing this RQ will provide same benefits as RQ 8 and RQ 9.

• RQ 11 -Industry’s involvement: What are industry’s involvement related to software documentation cost, benefit and quality? Addressing this RQ will assess the degree of software industry’s involvement in and its contribution to the body of knowledge in this field.

4 PAPER SELECTION

Recall from Figure 1 that the first phase of our SM process is selection of relevant papers. For the paper selection phase of our SM, we explain the following steps in order:

• Source selection and search keywords (Section 4.1)
• Exclusion criteria (Section 4.2)
• Inclusion criteria (Section 4.3)
• Final pool of papers and the online repository (Section 4.4)

4.1 SOURCE SELECTION AND SEARCH KEYWORDS

To find the relevant primary papers, we searched the following six major online search academic paper search engines: (1) IEEE Xplore1, (2) ACM Digital Library2, (3) Google Scholar3, (4) Microsoft Academic Search4, (5) CiteSeerX5, and (6) Science Direct6.

To ensure that we include as many relevant papers as possible in the pool of selected papers, we followed a rigorous procedure to construct the search string. First, we searched the IEEE Standard Glossary of

---

1http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
2http://dl.acm.org
3http://scholar.google.com
4http://academic.research.microsoft.com
5http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
6http://www.sciencedirect.com
Software Engineering Terminology (IEEE Standard 610.12-1990) for the definitions of document and documentation. Based on the definitions of those terms, we identified the following keywords: project plan, specification, test plan, user manual, technical documentation, design documentation, architecture documentation, requirement document, and design document. Since user manual is not our focus in this study, we excluded this term. These terms form our noun set $S_1$. Next, since our aspects of interest are cost, benefit, and quality, which forms our second set of terms, $S_2$. Also, in order to narrow our results related to software or computer systems, we identified a set of modifiers $S_3$ including software, computer, and system. Finally, each search string is constructed with pattern $\{String=s_1s_2s_3|s_1 \in S_1,s_2 \in S_2,s_3 \in S_3\}$. For example, the following search strings were generated with this method: software document cost, software document benefit, and software document quality.

In our search phase, we benefited from the guidelines presented by Zhang et al. [162]. With these search strings, we found 120 papers as our initial pool of potentially-relevant papers. Only papers written in English language were considered. Most papers’ full-text PDF files were electronically available. For those not available online, we ordered them via the University of Calgary’s Interlibrary Loan system. We received a dozen of those cases, but five papers [70-74] could not be accessed even after we ordered them. Finally, only papers published/available by the end of March 2012 were included in our pool.

4.2 EXCLUSION OF UNRELATED PAPERS

The next step in our paper selection process was to exclude the irrelevant papers. Specifically, our focus was on papers that discussed cost, benefit and quality of software documentation applied during any software development phase (e.g., requirement, design, etc.).

The study $s$ will be excluded if the report or paper $p$ of $s$ meets all the criteria as below:

- $p$ has no content that explicitly discusses any known form of cost related to technical software documentation, which can use (1) quantitative metrics such as money, time, or (2) subjective metrics, such as survey responses, perceived mental efforts, etc. or (3) any other metrics associated with costs, such as document size;
- $p$ has no content that explicitly discusses any known form of benefit related to technical software documentation, which can use (1) quantitative metrics such as money or time, or (2) subjective metrics, such as survey responses which are commonly seen in empirical studies to provide subjective measurements from the perspective of practitioners, (3) any other metrics associated with documentation benefit;
- $p$ has no content that explicitly discusses any known form of quality aspects related to technical software documentation. The target quality aspects can be any characteristic related to documents that are discussed in the context of software development, such as document structure and document’s up-to-date-ness.

To apply this exclusion criterion to the initial pool (120 papers), a voting phase was conducted among the first four authors of this paper. They inspected the papers in the initial pool and assigned a vote on a 9-point scale to each paper, with ‘9’ indicating a strong opinion in favor of including a paper, and ‘1’ indicating a strong opinion in favor of excluding a paper. Thus, the maximum vote on a paper could be 36 marks. We decided to use a threshold of average score of 5 out of 9, i.e. vote value of $4.5 \times 5 = 20$ in total, for the decision on paper inclusion/exclusion.

For each paper inspected, we reviewed its title, abstract and keywords. If a vote could not be made based on this information, a more in-depth evaluation was conducted. In case of a wide variance value among the votes for a study, authors carefully discussed such cases to ensure quality of the votes. Based on the results of the joint voting, the size of the pool of selected papers decreased from 120 to 51.
4.3 INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL PAPERS

To minimize the risk of missing relevant papers, similar to previous SM papers and SLRs, we included additional papers manually via:

- Personal web pages of active researchers in the field of interest
- References found in papers already in the pool
- Specific venues

To identify the additional personal web pages, we ranked the author names by the number of times they appear in the author list. The authors ranked top 10% were identified as active authors and then we browsed their personal webpages to look for additional papers.

Also, we examined the reference lists of the 51 papers that we obtained in the search phase and looked for new relevant papers. We did so to include those relevant papers that we might have missed when using search engines.

To identify the specific venues, we ranked the venues by the number of papers belonging to them. The top 10% venues are International Conference on Design of communication (SIGDOC), International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM), Journal of Systems and Software (JSS) and IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE). However, we found that the only venue focusing on the area of software documentation was the SIGDOC.

All papers found in the additional venues that were not yet in the pool of selected papers but seemed to be candidates for inclusion were fed into the voting mechanism described in Section 4.2, and went through the same procedure as explained above. After this phase, we believe that we have included the relevant papers that we missed using search engines. By relevant papers, we refer to those papers that have a certain number of citations and thus should appear in the reference list of at least one of included papers.

4.4 FINAL POOL OF PAPERS AND THE ONLINE REPOSITORY

After the above-mentioned phrases, the pool was finalized with 69 papers [1-69]. The reader can refer to Section 9.1 for the full reference list of all 69 primary papers. The final pool of selected papers has been published as an online repository using Google Docs. It has been analyzed through our systematic mapping study, and is accessible publically online [155]. We plan to update the online repository at least once a year in the future and to add new relevant papers as published.

5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAP

Iterative development of our systematic map (classification scheme) is discussed in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents the meta-models summarizing and formalizing the concepts related to documentation cost, benefit and quality. Those meta-models have helped us to carefully develop our final systematic map, as reported in Section5.3. Section 5.4 presents our data extraction approach.

5.1 ITERATIVE MAP DEVELOPMENT

To develop our systematic map, we followed the process described in Figure 1. We analyzed the papers in the pool and identified the initial list of attributes related to cost, benefit and quality of software documentation. We used iterative refinement to derive the final map. To increase the preciseness of our classification scheme, we utilized the “observer triangulation” method [153] in designing the systematic map.

We recorded the primary papers in a shared spreadsheet hosted at online Google Docs system to facilitate further analysis. The following information was recorded for each paper: (1) paper title, (3) authors, (2)
With the relevant papers identified and recorded, our next step was to categorize the papers in order to begin building a complete picture of the research that has been conducted to investigate cost, benefit and quality of documentation. Though we did not a-priori develop a categorization scheme for this project, we were broadly interested in the attributes or metrics related to cost, benefit and quality of software documentation reported on by the papers.

We refined these broad interests into a categorization scheme using an iterative approach that involved all six of the authors of this paper. The first author of this paper conducted an initial pass over the data, and based on (at least) the title, abstract and introduction of the papers created a set of initial categories and assigned papers to those categories. As a group, we then discussed and reviewed the results of this first analytic pass and refined the categorization. Next the rest of the researchers conducted a second pass over the data, to revisit the categorization. When the assignment of papers to categories could not be clearly determined just based on the title, abstract and introduction, further details of the paper were considered. In this process, both the categories and the assignment of papers to categories, were further discussed and refined. At the end, every paper was reviewed by at least two researchers.

5.2 FORMALIZING COST, BENEFIT AND QUALITY OF DOCUMENTATION

In this section, we present the meta-models incorporating all the extracted attributes related to documentation cost, benefit and quality which were developed during our SM process. As discussed in Section 2.3, our three meta-models consolidate and extend the existing documentation models in the literature [12, 35, 37, 64].

The model presented in this section provides a unified description of the documentation process. Also, the framework is helpful to capture and illustrate the concepts that will be discussed in later sections. We view it as an independent contribution of this paper in addition to the SM results.

5.2.1 Documentation Cost and Benefit

In order to investigate the cost or benefit of documentation, we constructed the relationship model between each entity during the documentation process. In the design of this meta-model, we have benefitted from the UML meta-model infrastructure [163]. Figure 2 shows the documentation development usage, benefit and cost meta-model.

In our model, a software practitioner needs to perform development (called “pre-maintenance” in Figure 2) or maintenance tasks. Each task consumes certain number of effort units (e.g., man-month) and thus effort unit is modeled as an attribute of task. These tasks are classified into two categories: pre-maintenance tasks and maintenance tasks. The former category refers to the tasks performed prior to maintenance phase, including requirement, design, implementation, and testing. Note that architecture is considered a part of design and it is not illustrated in Figure 2.

Maintenance tasks are further categorized using the classification proposed by Lientz et al. [151]: corrective, perfective, adaptive and preventive maintenance tasks. In our model, all maintenance tasks consist of two steps: comprehension of the program and subsequent manipulation or modification. The software practitioner creates or maintains a document entity, which is a task incurring effort (cost). This is where the cost of documentation is incurred.

While performing the tasks, the software practitioner needs the involvement of existing artifacts. The usual types of artifacts include requirements, design, code and test suites. Documents are modeled as a subclass of artifact. In terms of the format, documents can be presented in pure textual or in combination with visual models (e.g., UML models), or in the form of code comments.
Besides, the software practitioner might also need to communicate with other team members and/or consult with documents to get the task done. In other words, documents might serve as a communication aid among developers or maintainers.

During the documentation usage phase, the typical software practitioner uses the documentation and may perceive the benefits and quality of documentation. In other words, documentation benefits come during the usage process. Also, in the usage process, a certain amount of costs are incurred, including the time and efforts of reading documents. Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the meta-model for documentation benefit and quality. Note that most elements in these two meta-models have their correspondents in their data scheme that we derived in Section 5.1. For example, the benefit metric Perceived Importance in Figure 3 is also one benefit attribute that is included in Table 1.

Figure 2- A meta-model for documentation development, usage-and cost process

In the meta-model of Figure 3, we have classified benefits into four categories: (1) maintenance aid, (2) development aid, (3) management decision aid, and (4) other. For both maintenance aid and development aid, comprehension aid is an integral aspect. This is because many aspects of a software need to be understood (i.e., comprehended) in order to be properly modified, including its "functionality, architecture, and a myriad of design details" [5]. We classified those aspects as architecture comprehension, and code comprehension. For instance, 19 papers in the repository considered documentation as an aid to comprehend code or system structure (see Section 6.9 for details).
Several researchers have argued and shown that documentation can also play an important role in management decision-making process [30]. To include this aspect into our mapping, we created a category named management decision aid. In particular, some researchers proposed that some documents aid management decisions by classification of responsibility [30].

Several papers proposed metrics to quantitatively measure documentation benefit. Among all the papers in the repository, we found two main metrics that have been used to measure benefits quantitatively: reduction in effort and perceived importance. Reduction in effort refers to that software practitioner would benefit in a way that would save his/her effort (e.g., less time spent on a particular maintenance task) with the aid of documentation. Perceived importance is used by several papers [55, 56, 66], describing software practitioners perception of the importance of documentation. The latter metric is often measured using questionnaire-based surveys.

5.2.2 Documentation Quality

To help us classify quality-related attributes, we constructed a unified model which incorporates all quality attributes (as shown in Figure 4). A typical software practitioner would usually utilize a type of documentation management system or infrastructure to access (retrieve) software documents. Examples of documentation management systems include online systems (e.g., Wiki), or conventional desktop word processing tools (e.g., Microsoft Word) [142]. Each document entity has various attributes: title, author(s), abstract, keywords, format, structure and contents. Note that document structure is believed to have impacts on document quality based on the common sense that, given other attributes the same, a well-structured document is probably easier to read than non-well-structured ones.

We created an abstract class named "Quality" that refers to high-level encapsulation of quality for any entity in the context. Documentation Quality, as a type of Quality, denotes the intrinsic quality of a document. In our model, software document Format and Structure are assumed to have impact on Documentation Quality.

Document content is an integral part of a document object and has its own quality attributes. We modeled the quality of content using Content Quality, which has several attributes as its subclass: accessibility, accuracy, author-related, completeness, consistency, correctness, information organization, format, readability, similarity, spelling and grammar, traceability, trustworthiness, up-to-date-ness. Accuracy is a subclass of correctness. This is based on the fact that correctness is the premise of accuracy. In other words, an accurate document must be correct, but a correct document can be very general or described in a high-
level manner and not necessarily accurate, e.g., a general sentence such as “The system consists of many components” instead of accurate description such as “System XSD consists of three modules and five sub-systems”. We included the author-related attributes in the model because, in practice, the authoring process of documents is an important factor which could impact documents quality [31].

5.3 FINAL SYSTEMATIC MAP

Table 1 shows the final systematic map that we developed following the process described in Section 5.2. In the table, for each RQ (column 1), the corresponding attributes (column 2), the attribute’s potential value set (column 3) and whether it is a multiple choice or a single-choice attribute (column 4), are shown. The last column indicates whether, for each attribute, multiple selections can be applied. For example, for RQ 2 (research fact type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘S’ (Single), indicating that one study can only have one research facet type. It is either a solution proposal, a validation research, or any other option listed in the scheme. In contrast, for RQ 1 (contribution type) for example, the corresponding value in the last column is ‘M’ (Multiple), which indicates that one study can contribute more than one type of options (e.g., method, tool, etc.). Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.10 present the details about each attribute scheme listed in Table 1.

![A meta-model for documentation quality](image)

**Figure 4** - A meta-model for documentation quality

**Table 1:** Final systematic map developed and used in our study
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value set</th>
<th>(M)ultiple/ (S)ingle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Type of paper- Contribution facet</td>
<td>{Method/technique, tool, model, metric, process, survey or empirical results, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Type of paper- Research facet</td>
<td>{Solution proposal, validation research, evaluation research, experience papers, philosophical papers, opinion papers, other}</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Development life-cycle model</td>
<td>{Waterfall, iterative, agile, not mentioned explicitly, other}</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Target artifact of documentation</td>
<td>{Requirement, design, code, test, process, quality, generic, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Documentation format</td>
<td>{Formatted text, models, code comments, specific documentation tool, generic, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Attributes of objects under study:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of systems</td>
<td>Number of systems: Integer</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- System types</td>
<td>System types ∈ {Open-source, commercial, government, academic experimental}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- LOC of systems</td>
<td>LOC: Integer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of organizations</td>
<td>Number of organizations : Integer</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of human subjects</td>
<td>Number of human subjects: Integer</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>{Documentation cost, documentation usage/benefit, documentation quality}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Documentation cost attributes</td>
<td>{Development cost, maintenance cost, usage cost, document size, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Documentation usage and benefit attributes</td>
<td>{development aid, management decision aid, maintenance aid, architecture/ design comprehension, code comprehension, perceived importance, reduction in effort (time), actual usage, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Documentation quality attributes</td>
<td>{Accessibility, accuracy, author-related, completeness, consistency, correctness, information organization/structure, format, readability, similarity, spelling and grammar, traceability, trustworthiness, up-to-date-ness, other}</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Industry involvement</td>
<td>{Academic, industry, government, joint}</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.3.1 Type of Paper: Contribution Facet

The first set of categories in our scheme is related to the contribution facet of the study. The term “contribution facet” is taken from Petersen et al. [152]. The term describes the types of contributions such as being a method/technique, tool, model, metric, process, survey or empirical results. We also added another type: survey or empirical results, since we found that many papers contribute such results. If a study could not be categorized into any above-mentioned types, it would be placed under “Other”.

#### 5.3.2 Type of Paper: Research Facet

The second set of categories in our scheme deal with the nature of the research reported in each paper. Similar to “contribution facet”, the term “research facet” is defined by Petersen et al. [152] to classify the...
research into several categories, including validation, evaluation, etc. The aim of this mapping is to provide insights into the level of empirical foundation used in this domain. The “research type” categories include [152]:

- Solution proposal: A paper in this category proposes a solution to a problem. The solution can be either novel or a significant extension of an existing technique. The potential benefits and the applicability of the solution are shown only by a small example or a good line of argumentation.
- Validation research: A paper in this category provides preliminary empirical evidence for the proposed techniques or tools. These papers either proposed a novel technique/approach and its limited application in a certain context to demonstrate its effectiveness, or conducted a survey or interview among a certain number of participants to answer a particular research question. More formal experimental methods (e.g., hypothesis testing, control experiment) or results are further needed to build relevant theories.
- Evaluation research: These papers go further than "Validation research" by using strict and formal experimental methods in evaluating novel techniques or tools in practice. Hence, these papers provide more convincing empirical evidence and are helpful to build theories. Comparing the definition of Validation and Evaluation research, we may notice that they can be categorized as empirical research, yet the main difference lies in empirical methods used. If one empirical papers employs such strict and formal methods as hypothesis testing or control experiment, then we categorized it as Evaluation research. In other cases where less rigorous methods are used in the study, e.g., a questionnaire survey or a qualitative interview, we categorize such papers as Validation research.
- Philosophical papers: These papers sketch a new way of looking at existing things by structuring the area in form of a taxonomy or conceptual framework.
- Opinion papers: These papers express the personal opinion of the author(s) around whether a certain technique is good or bad, or how things should be done. They do not significantly rely on related work or research methodologies.
- Experience papers: Experience papers explain how something has been done in practice, based on the personal experience of the author(s).
- Field study: A study that aims to gather data about software engineering in real scientific software environments. Examples data collection methods used include questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, and participant observation.
- Other: A catch-all category in the event that the work reported in a paper does not fit into any of the above research types.

5.3.3 Development life-cycle model

The next attribute in our map deals with the types of development life-cycle model applied. The justification for this categorization is that in different development life-cycle models there might be different requirements on documentation quality or different cost-benefit analysis. Extracting such data is helpful to establish the relationship on the variable pair <Development life-cycle models, cost/benefit/quality of documentation>.

5.3.4 Target Artifact of Documentation

This attribute specifies the target artifact for which documentation is made, e.g., a requirement document. If a study did not specify what type of artifact it is discussing, it was classified under "Generic".

5.3.5 Documentation Format

This attribute is intended to investigate what type of format documentation is presented. By ‘format’, it refers to the specific form that documentation is presented. Documentation can be presented using static, manually written text, models (including graphical modeling language such as UML, etc.) and code
comments. It can also be automatic, such as electronic documents presented with the aid of specific tools support (e.g., Javadoc, etc.). If one paper does not mention explicitly the documentation format, it falls into the category “Generic”.

5.3.6 Objects under Study

Most primary papers had objects under study which were either software systems or human subjects. These objects varied depending on the research type of the paper. Often for solution proposals or some experimental papers, authors introduced or applied their approach in a novel software tool for the purpose of illustration or validation. For the other empirical papers that conducted a questionnaire survey or interview, the objects were human participants (usually software practitioners). Characterizing the primary papers by the objects under study in each paper enabled us to assess their level of evidence and experience, for the purpose of generalization validity. For example, a given paper which quantitatively and qualitatively discusses the challenges of software documentation with experience based on 18 organizations [36] will provide higher degree of evidence than another paper which reports similar challenges based on two organizations only [22].

For each study, we collected, if any, the information including: number of systems under study, whether the system is open-source, commercial, government-related, or for academic experimental purposes. Also, lines of codes (LOC), number of participating organizations, and number of human subjects (whenever provided) were collected.

5.3.7 Focus of Study

Since the purpose of this study is to investigate the cost, benefit or quality of documentation, it is necessary to know the focus of each study on any aspects of above mentioned types. Note that this question is multiple-selection, which indicates that one study can focus on one or more aspect of these types.

5.3.8 Documentation Cost Attributes

The process for extracting attributes related to documentation cost was iterative. Two rounds of reviews among the authors were conducted. After the refinement process, we derived the attribute scheme presented in Table 2. Note that our definition of ‘cost attribute’ is a general concept which includes the strictly cost aspects (e.g., time spent, etc.) and also the cost drivers (e.g., document size) that have impacts on the actual cost measurements. Note that the reason of including document size in our cost scheme is based on the belief that document size is one of the factors impacting documentation costs. Generally, the larger a document is, the more maintenance or producing cost is associated with that document.

Table 2: Documentation cost attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development cost</td>
<td>Time or effort spent on creating, developing and producing a document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>Time or effort spent on modifying or updating a document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage cost</td>
<td>Time or effort spent on using (mainly reading) documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document size (length)</td>
<td>Metrics used to measure the size of documents, e.g., number of words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Any attributes that do not fit in the above-mentioned category of cost attributes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.9 Documentation Benefit Attributes and Metrics

Similar to extracting documentation cost attributes (Section 5.3.8), the process of extracting attributes related to documentation benefit was iterative. Two rounds of reviews among the authors were conducted to ensure the accuracy of the extracted attributes. After the refinement process, we derived the attribute scheme presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Documentation benefit attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development aid</td>
<td>Attributes related to how documentation aids the pre-maintenance tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management decision aid</td>
<td>Attributes related to how managers benefit from documentation during decision-making process, such as using documents to classify responsibilities among developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance aid</td>
<td>Attributes related to how documentation aids the maintenance tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture comprehension</td>
<td>Attributes related to how documentation aids software practitioners understand system architecture or design rationale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code comprehension</td>
<td>Attributes related to how documentation aids software practitioners understand code-level details of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived importance</td>
<td>Measures describing to what extent software practitioners perceive documentation is important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in effort</td>
<td>Measures describing to what extent the effort is reduced or saved with the use of documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual usage</td>
<td>Metrics used to measure the actual usage of documentation, such as number of visit per document, documentation consultation frequency, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Any attributes that do not fit in the above-mentioned category of benefit attributes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.10 Documentation Quality Attributes

For constructing this scheme, the authors applied an iterative process. At the first round, we extracted the data related to documentation quality from each included paper. In order to minimize the personal bias, our data were extracted from the explicit textual description in the papers. We ensured not to introduce any self-invented attributes other than those proposed by the authors of the primary papers.

Extracted data were checked by undergoing at least two rounds of reviews by other authors than the extractor. Then we applied attribute aggregation or clustering. During the aggregation step, all data were put together and synonyms were merged. This is to avoid the situation that there are more than one attributes in the final scheme refer to one highly similar aspect, e.g., Accuracy and Preciseness.

However, there are still some pairs of attributes that have certain semantic overlaps. Through the discussion of the author, it is decided that we kept all those groups of attributes that have only minor overlaps. For example, Consistency may also mean content organization consistency, format consistency, etc. which overlaps with the attributes Information Organization and Format. Because the three attributes emphasize different quality aspects, it is not appropriate to merge any two of them, thus three of them were kept in the final scheme.

Note that if one quality-related attribute appeared only once in existing literature, we classified it into the category of ‘Other’. The results of this step were a list of quality attributes related to software documentation. In Table 4, we present the final attribute scheme and provide the description of the attributes and how and why such attribute impacts documentation quality.

Table 4: Documentation quality attributes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility measures describe the extent to which the content of documentation or document itself can be accessed or retrieved by the software practitioners. Synonyms include ‘availability’, ‘information hiding’ and ‘easiness to find’. The attribute impacts how practitioners actually use the documentation. In our repository, quite a few papers discuss how this attribute impacts documentation quality, both quantitatively [3, 23, 66] and qualitatively [2, 12, 19, 22, 24, 38, 40, 47, 53, 67, 68].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy measures describe the accuracy or preciseness of documentation content. Synonyms include ‘preciseness’. The preciseness of documentation content is generally believed to have impacts on how easy it is for the exact information to be conveyed to the practitioners. If a document is written in a way that the phrasing is vague or the descriptions are too abstract without presenting concrete, exact examples, then it may create barriers for practitioners to retrieve the information and thus impacts the documentation quality [38-40].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author-related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This attribute refers to those attributes related to document authors, including traces of who created the documents, author collaboration, etc. In practice, the authoring process is important for guarantee document quality [31].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness measures describe how complete document contents are in terms of supporting development/maintenance tasks. Software documentation is expected to contain all the information needed for the systems or modules described, so that when practitioners read documentation, they can retrieve the information needed for their tasks. If any necessary piece of information is missing, the documentation is perceived not being able to serve its purpose and not being useful in the scenario of need [36, 54].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistency measures describe the extent to which documentation, including information presented in documents, document format, etc. are consistent and have no conflict with each other. Synonyms include ‘uniformity’ and ‘integrity’. If the documentation contents are presented inconsistently with conflicting elements, it may confuse practitioners and results in unnecessary mental efforts to resolve those artifacts during the usage of such documentation [3, 36].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness measures describe whether the information provided in the documentation is correct or is in conflict with factual information. If the document presents incorrect information, it is likely to mislead practitioners and creates unnecessary barriers for them to finish the tasks. This attribute is included based on common sense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This attribute describe the extent to which information is organized in documents. If the documentation is organized in a way that is clear and in a structure that is natural to practitioners to understand, such documentation is like to be perceived as in high quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This attribute refers to quality of documents’ format, including writing style, description perspective, use of diagram or examples, spatial arrangement, etc. This attribute is included because practitioners may prefer certain types of writing styles which are easier for them to understand and use. For example, the decision of choosing to use graphical elements in the documentation is empirically investigated to have impacts on the programming understanding [51].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Readability measures describe how easy documents can be read. Synonyms include ‘clarity’. This is a subjective quality attributes that is up to the practitioners to decide. Several papers in our repository provide empirical evidence related to this quality attribute [7, 32, 54].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similarity measures the similarity level in different documents and whether information is duplicated. Some papers use the following notions instead: ‘uniqueness’ and ‘duplication’. Content duplication results in redundancy in the documentation content and leads to unnecessary mental efforts to read and process them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling and grammar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This attribute refers to those attributes related to the grammatical aspects of documents. If a technical document is presented with a large number of spelling and grammatical errors, it will impact how practitioners read that document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traceability measures describe the extent to which the document modification is able to be tracked; relevant information includes when/where/why the modification is performed and who performed. This attribute deals with the evolution of software documentation which</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality attributes | Description
---|---
| requires special attention in technical documentation. This is because documentation needs to be kept up-to-date together with the software systems or code. The traceability attribute ensures that during the evolution, all the changes to the documentation should be justified and verifiable.

Trustworthiness | *Trustworthiness* measures describe the extent to which software practitioners perceive the documents are trustworthy and reliable. Similar to *Readability*, such attribute is subjective and up to the practitioners to evaluate.

Up-to-date-ness | *Up-to-date-ness* measures describe the extent to which the documents are kept updated during the evolution of software systems. Similar to the description of the attribute *Traceability*, technical documentation is expected to evolve together with software systems. In ideal case, each version of new software release is accompanied with a corresponding version of technical documents. Documentation contents that describe the past release of software systems may provide incorrect information, or miss new information, regarding the new system and thus mislead practitioners.

Other | Several other attributes related to documentation quality were mentioned in several papers, including abstractness [40], perceived goodness [66], etc.

5.4 **DATA EXTRACTION**

To extract data, the papers in our pool were reviewed with the focus of each RQ and the required information was extracted. To increase the preciseness of our classification scheme, we utilized the “observer triangulation” method [153] in data extraction (mapping) phases.

For RQ 8–10 (quality, benefit and cost attributes), each attribute was assigned a two-point scale value (1-2) to annotate the degree of empirical evidence. More specifically, if the attribute under question (e.g., benefit of documentation in development aid) was discussed in a paper together with quantitative empirical evidence (e.g., survey data, controlled experiment, etc.), then the attribute was assigned a degree of two. In contrast, if that attribute was only mentioned or discussed in a qualitative manner without any quantitative validation, evidence or evaluation, then such attribute was assigned the degree of one.

6 **RESULTS OF SYSTEMATIC MAPPING (RQ1-11)**

This section presents results related to RQ 1-11.

6.1 **MAPPING THE PAPERS BY CONTRIBUTION FACET (RQ 1)**

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the type of papers by contribution facet, for all the 69 papers included in our study. Based on their contributions, some papers could be classified under more than one facet. For example, Lehner’s study [32] makes three contributions: (1) a measurement method, (2) a tool, and (3) a metric to measure document comprehensibility and readability.

Figure 5 indicates that proposing new techniques or improving an existing technique has attracted the most research with 26 papers (38%). 20 papers (29%) contributed survey/empirical results. There were six papers (9%) which could not be categorized into the five contribution facets of our scheme, thus we categorized them under ‘Other’. The contributions of the papers in the category of ‘Other’ include a new experimental methodology[51], general guidelines for producing documents [38, 44, 49, 53] and a summary of lessons learned [59].

The annual trend of the same data is shown in Figure 6. In recent years, there is a focus on a mix of different contribution facets. In terms of time, the earliest study [30] in our paper pool was published in 1971. This study is entitled “Documentation and the management of a software project—a case study”. It is a case study in a university software project, conducted by Katezenelson. The results show that
documentation assisted project participants in making code-related decisions. The study concluded that documentation played an important role in the success of the students’ projects.
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**Figure 5: Frequency of contribution types mentioned in paper**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Empirical studies</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 25, 27, 28, 32-34, 37, 39, 40, 43, 45, 47, 57, 61, 63, 66-69]</td>
<td>[2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 15, 23, 25, 27, 32, 33, 57, 60]</td>
<td>[3, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 35, 41, 42, 45-47, 64, 65, 67]</td>
<td>[3, 5, 7, 12, 26, 32, 40]</td>
<td>[34, 37]</td>
<td>[1, 4-6, 8, 21, 22, 29, 30, 36, 42, 48, 50, 52, 54-56, 58, 62, 66]</td>
<td>[38, 44, 49, 51, 53, 59]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Readers may notice that Figure 5 and Figure 6 look slightly different in terms of the sizes of stacks. This is because the contribution facet of a study is multiple-choice while the research facet is single-choice.

6.2 MAPPING THE PAPERS BY RESEARCH FACET (RQ 2)

Based on the classification scheme described in Section 5.3, we classified the papers into five categories. Figure 7 shows the classification of the 69 selected papers according to the type of research they report. Exact paper references have also been provided under the figure. Note that each paper was categorized in a single category.
Nearly one third of all papers (21 out of 69) relate to presentations of solution proposals without further validation or evaluation. Moreover, a large ratio of papers is validation research (27 papers). In contrast, 11 papers (16%) are evaluation research. The remaining 10 papers are opinion papers (7 papers) or experience papers (3 papers). There is no secondary study or philosophical study papers in our repository.

We assume that papers presenting solution proposals are based in an understanding of the specific conditions and problems related to this area. Such papers contribute novel ideas instead of empirical evidence. However, because the repository size (69 papers) is relatively small, more empirical evidence, especially evidence from rigorous experiments, are needed to help this research area grow to maturity.

Figure 8 shows the annual trend of the papers per research facet during the past 40 years. From the figure the numbers of papers about software documentation cost, benefit and quality are generally increasing since around year 1988. The reason may be that the number of software engineering related papers has generally increased since that time. Furthermore, in two other recent SM papers authored by our colleagues [164, 165] in the areas of GUI and web application testing, the authors observe the increasing trends of the number of papers as well.

During the late 1990s, there is a short period of decrease in paper numbers (around 1971-1999). Since 2005, there have been at least four papers in this area each year, indicating a constant interest among researcher in this area.

In terms of annual trend of research facets, in recent years (after around 2004), more and more papers are conducting validation or evaluation empirical papers and the share of pure solution proposals are decreasing. This demonstrates the growing research interests to empirically validating idea proposals in this area.
6.3 TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT LIFE-CYCLE MODEL (RQ 3)

Most of the papers (61 papers, 88%) do not explicitly mention the type of development life-cycle model used. Agile development is only mentioned in six papers [3, 10, 45, 46, 56, 69] the earliest of which were published in 2002 [3, 69]. Considering that “Agile” is a concept that started to gain popularity since the late 1990s, we could probably infer that the papers published before that period could be considered to have followed traditional waterfall or iterative development processes.

6.4 TARGET ARTIFACT OF DOCUMENTATION (RQ 4)

Figure 9 shows the distribution of documentation artifacts mentioned by the papers. If one paper discusses any of the common types of artifact such as requirement or design documents, code comments, software quality related documents (e.g., process record, Q/A documents, etc.), that paper is classified under the corresponding type(s). Note that one paper could discuss more than one type of artifact. Similar to Section 6.2, if the paper does not mention explicitly what type of documentation artifact, or its type of documentation could not be categorized into any type of above-mentioned types, it is placed under the ‘Generic’ category.

We can observe that design, code and requirement documentation types, in descending order, are three dominating types. The histogram also shows that 22 papers do not provide explicit type of documentation. In contrast, process related types (test, process or quality documents) are less frequently discussed among the papers.
6.5 DOCUMENTATION FORMAT (RQ 5)

Figure 10 shows the distribution of documentation formats. The distribution seems to be a fine mix, except the code comments type. Three types of format, including formatted text (20 papers), models (21 papers), and specific documentation tools (19 papers) had nearly the equal share of papers. 17 papers (25%) are classified as “Generic”. Interestingly, code comments as a documentation format received a very small share (6 papers, 9%).

When comparing Figure 10 with Figure 9, we can see that while a large number of papers (29 papers) are discussing documentation artifacts related to code, format of code documentation is not usually in the form of code comments (in only 8 papers), and perhaps other documentation formats are used for code (external formats such as word documents).
6.6 OBJECTS UNDER STUDY (RQ 6)

6.6.1 Software Systems Discussed

Where a given primary study provided information about the software system(s) under study, we extracted the following three pieces of information: (1) number of systems discussed in each paper, (2) system type (academic, commercial, open-source, governmental), and (3) size in LOC. The results of each attribute are presented next.

6.6.1.1 Number of Systems under Study

Figure 11 shows the number of systems. In total, there were 25 papers in the repository that discussed systems under study. Among them, 16 papers have only one system for analysis. In contrast, the number of papers which have two or more systems under study dropped sharply. Five papers (7%) studied two systems under study and three papers had three. One extraordinary study [18] analyzes 14 systems.

6.6.1.2 Types of Systems

Figure 12 shows the distribution of type of Systems under Study (SUS). Note that the categories of system type are differentiated by who sponsors the development of the system. For example, if a system is developed for academic experimental purposes, then it may have different requirements on
documentation from those sponsored to fulfill commercial needs. From the figure, we can see that most systems (12 out of 25) are for academic experimental purposes. Eight papers involve commercial systems while three papers mentioned documentation in the context of open-source systems. Only two papers discussed systems related to governmental applications.

![Figure 12: Type of systems under study](image)

**Figure 12: Type of systems under study**

6.6.1.3 Size in LOC

In our two other recent SM papers (i.e., [164, 165]), we plotted LOC sizes with the year of paper. Similarly, we intended to investigate whether there is a rising LOC trend from older to new papers. In our repository, only eight papers (8 out of 69, 12%) report the LOC information of their systems under study. Note that most papers do not specifically provide the exact LOC number in their paper. Based on the limited statistics of those eight papers, there is a slight increase in LOC sizes with increase in years. We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between the paired variable (year, average LOC size) and the value is 0.38. This indicates that the systems LOC size does not increase strictly over time, but there is a weak correlation. Nevertheless, we spotted an extraordinary case in one study conducted in 2007 [7], which analyzed a system with over 1,600,000 LOC. If more papers had reported the LOC size of their SUSs, the analysis would have been more statistically representative. This calls for the attention of the research community that researchers may need a standard template for reporting and provide precise parameters about their papers so as to enable comparison and statistics gathering.

6.6.2 Survey Participants

As discussed in Section 6.1 (RQ 2), 20 papers (29%) contributed survey/empirical results. Out of those 20 papers, only 18 of them (26%) report the number of their survey participants. Figure 13 shows the histogram of number of subjects in those papers.

From the chart, we can see that the number of participants in most survey papers is below 160. Papers with participant numbers below 40 are dominant. Interestingly, one study [31] has approximately 1,000 participants. The histogram shows that surveys with large number of participants are rare, since inviting and involving large population of participants is practically challenging. This is something that we have also experienced in our own surveys in other topics (e.g., testing practices [147])
6.6.3 Participating Organizations

In terms of the organizations where survey participants were from, the results vary. Figure 14 shows the histogram of number of organizations and its occurrence frequency. Exact number of organizations is not provided in those papers. In total, 13 papers (19%) reported that number.

Not surprisingly, most participants in the selected papers were from one or two organizations. There are also a few cross-organization papers. Another interesting study is that of Visconti et al. [65] which reported the results of assessing documentation process among “91 projects at 41 different companies over a seven year period”.

Figure 13: Frequency of number of subjects under study in survey papers

Figure 14: Frequency of number of organizations
6.7 FOCUS ON DOCUMENTATION COST, BENEFIT AND QUALITY (RQ 7)

The histogram in Figure 15 shows the distribution of papers that discuss each of the three documentation aspects of our interest. From the chart, we can see that 48 papers (71%) discuss documentation quality, followed by 37 papers (54%) on benefit. Surprisingly, and only 12 papers (18%) related to documentation cost. More detailed interpretations of the results will be presented in Section 6.8-6.10.

![Figure 15: Focus of papers](image)

6.8 DOCUMENTATION COST ATTRIBUTES (RQ 8)

Figure 16 shows the distribution of papers that discuss documentation cost attributes. The data were collected based on the cost attribute scheme described in Section 5.3.8.

Among the papers in the pool, only six papers discuss the development or production cost of software documentation. Four papers concern with documentation maintenance costs. The remaining two papers [38, 44] have general discussions on document recording, storing, producing cost, etc. From this statistics there are a very limited number of papers on documentation cost. In other words, documentation’s cost aspects seemed to be neglected in the community.

In terms of cost metrics, six papers used document size to measure the cost. Among the two papers that fell into “Other” category, one discusses the “waste of time caused by unstructured documents or incorrect information” [38].

In terms of degree of evidence (Section 5.4), 12 out of 19 papers report quantitative empirical results. Such a ratio (63%) shows that, although there were a small number of papers on documentation cost, existing papers have provided high levels of empirical evidence by quantitatively measuring documentation cost.

We did not find any paper that addresses the aspect of documentation usage costs. Nevertheless, we modeled this aspect in our meta-model (Figure 2). The lack of papers regarding this aspect indicates a future research opportunity. We expect to see more empirical evidences that investigate what is the actual cost while using software documentation.

Overall, it seems that, to date, there are only a handful of papers on documentation cost. This is worth the attention of research community. The authors believe that future research in this area should focus on cost measurement and control. Documentation, as a major investment, needs proper tuning so that overall software life-cycle costs are optimized.
6.9 DOCUMENTATION BENEFIT ATTRIBUTES (RQ 9)

Figure 17 shows software documentation benefit attributes and their degree of evidence. The data were collected under the benefit attribute scheme described in Section 5.3.9. From the chart, 29 papers (42%) considered documentation as an aid to software maintenance, which is the dominating attribute. However, among these 29 papers, only two papers [5, 21] reach two in degree of evidence. 16 papers (55%) discussed documentation as a development aid. 10 papers are related to documentation as an aid to comprehend system architecture while 14 papers are on low-level code comprehension. The ratio of papers that reached the degree of two in empirical evidence is relatively small (6 out of 24).

Four survey studies (5%) are conducted to survey the perceived importance of documentation among professionals. Only three papers are related to how documentation saved time of developers. Among these three, only [4] measures the reduction quantitatively. The paper [4] reports a controlled experiment on the benefit of using UML to save time in the context of maintaining object-oriented software. The metric used in [4] to measure savings in performing the tasks was time, which aligns with our model in Section 5.2.1.

In terms of actual usage, all three papers [3, 54, 68] reach two in degree of evidence. The metrics used in those papers include actual usage percentage [54], number of visits per document [68] and mean consultation number [3].

Overall, the limited number of papers reaching two in degree of evidence indicates that most papers discussed documentation benefit in a qualitative manner. This is probably due to the difficulty of measuring how exactly documentation aids development tasks in actual projects.
Figure 17- Documentation benefit attributes

### 6.10 DOCUMENTATION QUALITY ATTRIBUTES (RQ 10)

Figure 18 shows software documentation quality attributes and their degree of evidence. Note that the data were collected under the quality attribute scheme described in Section 5.3.10.

As the figure shows, the quality attributes of documentation which attract most attention of previous researchers is "completeness" (17 papers, 28%). It might indicate that incomplete documentation has been one of difficulties that most researchers or professionals have attempted to address. Following the attribute of completeness are "consistency" (16 papers) and "accessibility" (14 papers). Besides, there are a certain number of papers on documentation format (13 papers, 19%) and up-to-date-ness (12 papers). In terms of degree of evidence, six papers out of 13 on documentation format reached two. Papers such as [21, 52] have provided strong empirical evidence for the document format and its influence. There are also five and four empirical papers that have the degree of two on completeness and up-to-date-ness, respectively. In total, 47 out of all 132 degrees shown in Figure 18 (35%) reached the maturity degree of two. It indicates that, for the documentation quality aspect, researchers have put efforts to empirically evaluate this particular aspect.
This RQ aims to investigate industry’s involvement in studying documentation cost, benefit and quality. Since documentation issues are a constant challenge in industrial projects, it is important to connect the efforts of industry and academia in this subject.

To address this RQ, we first investigated author affiliations to see the level of industry-academia collaborations of the papers in our pool. Figure 19 shows the distribution of authors of the 69 selected papers by affiliation type. We identified four categories of authors’ affiliations: (1) papers whose authors are all academic researchers, (2) papers authored by industry practitioners (3) papers from governmental
research groups such as NASA, and (4) collaborative work (papers jointly authored by groups of authors affiliated with two or three different categories). As Figure 19 shows, papers from academia (57 papers, 83%) are the most frequent. Among the other groups, the number of papers written solely by practitioners (7 papers, 10%) is higher compared to papers reported by governmental research groups (no papers) and joint papers (3 papers, 4%).

There are in total seven papers [10, 31, 34, 37, 44, 46, 52] authored by practitioners. The aspects concerned in these papers include documentation process in agile development [10, 46], document quality from the perspective of document authoring process [31], the usage of UML diagrams [34], documentation standard [44], document notations and spatial arrangements [52], and documentation development process [37].

However, compared with the number of papers by academia in this area, the industrial involvement are relatively in short. We hope that industry involvement will continue to increase so as to enrich the literature and help mature this field.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The discussion of threats to validity is important to judge the strengths and limitations of our SM study. For our study, the following issues may introduce threats to validity: selection of search databases, definition of search terms and time frame, researcher bias with regards to exclusion/inclusion, and incorrect data extraction (classification). Using the standard classification scheme of validity threats suggested in [166], we discuss these issues in relation to four types of threats to validity: (1) conclusion validity, (2) construct validity, (3) internal validity, and (4) external validity.

7.1 CONCLUSION VALIDITY

Conclusion validity refers to the degree to which conclusions we reach about the relationships are reasonable. In Section 8, we draw our conclusions about the research landscape in this area, including the academic trend, the topics that have been frequently discussed or thoroughly studied, and the emerging areas that deserve attention. These conclusions are based on our statistical data from the paper repository, i.e., the number of papers focusing on a certain aspects, e.g., research facet, contribution facet, etc. The conclusion validity issue lies in whether there is a relationship between the number of papers and the actual academic focus and efforts. There are risks that the relationship does not exist.
7.2 CONSTRUCT VALIDITY

Construct validity is related to selecting the right variables to measure the phenomenon of interest. The construct validity issue in our study lies in the comprehensiveness of the categorization scheme that we used for the data extraction. One example question that readers may raise is: Are those benefits attributes (Figure 3) the correct ones and comprehensive enough to measure all document benefits? To mitigate this issue, all the attributes are extracted based on the collected papers and the process of extraction and constructing schemes had been undergone several reviews by all authors. In such a way, we minimized the number of attributes that we might have missed in the papers. Second, we have constructed the formalized models for the three aspects (Section 5.2) in order to cover as many attributes as we can from a theoretical standpoint.

7.3 INTERNAL VALIDITY

The internal validity concerns with how well the causal relationship is warranted. In our study, we attempted to establish relationships between various attributes extracted from the papers and the academic field landscape under study (cost, benefits and quality of software development documentation). The internal validity issues are mainly in the papers’ selection process. More specially, the issues include: (1) potentially missing relevant papers, and (2) researchers’ bias in papers inclusion/exclusion. We discuss these two issues in the following paragraphs.

The first issue is the completeness of our paper repository. To mitigate this risk, we chose to use the popular academic search engines, including IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, etc. Also, we attempted to use various combinations of the topics of interest and their synonyms related to software documentation, or software documentation (Section 4.1). These string constructs were extracted from the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology. Finally, we examined the reference list of the known papers as well (Section 4.3) to find the ones that did not show up in our initial search efforts. Even if we have done our best in conducting a systematic search, it is possible that we may have missed some relevant papers during our search phase. For example, it is possible that some research projects or studies in this area may not have been reported or they may not have been indexed in the search engines, or have been indexed using a different set of keywords that were not included in our keyword set.

The second issue is in the inclusion/exclusion criteria that rely on the researchers’ judgment and experience. Personal bias may be introduced during this process. To mitigate this issue, we applied a few strategies to increase the reliability of our decisions with respect to inclusion/exclusion criteria, as discussed next. First, each of the four researchers examined candidate papers independently and followed the voting process described in Section 4. With regards to data extraction, we split the final pool of papers in three equally large sub-pools and assigned one researcher to each sub-pool plus an additional reviewer. In case of disagreements about inclusion/exclusion criteria or specific classification decisions, a second reviewer was involved. In all such cases, this procedure yielded consensus.

7.4 EXTERNAL VALIDITY

External validity is concerned with to what extent we can generalize the results of our SM study. As described in Section 4, our selected literature under study was all written in English language. Papers written in other languages were excluded. One issue lies in that whether the papers included in our repository is able to represent all the relevant works in the area of software documentation cost/benefit/quality. One threat stems from the keywords used, databases we selected and inclusion/exclusion criteria. As discussed in Section 7.1, we followed a comprehensive search procedure to make sure our repository was as inclusive as possible. We believe that relevant literature we selected in our pool contained sufficient information to represent the knowledge reported by previous researchers or professionals, including those non-English authors.
8 Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Addressing RQs

In this study, we addressed eleven research questions (RQ 1 to RQ 11). Below we list the main result(s) of each RQ:

- **RQ 1-Number of papers by research facet**: What type of research methods are used in the papers?
  In terms of contribution facet, most selected papers (about 38%) proposed new techniques or improved an existing one. A certain proportion (29%) of papers (20 out of 69) contributes empirical evidences.

- **RQ 2-Number of papers by contribution facet**: What types of contributions are made by the papers?
  Validation research papers are dominating (27 papers or 40%), followed by solution proposals (21 papers, or 31%); evaluation research papers only cover 16% of all papers, followed by opinion papers and experience papers.

- **RQ 3-Types of development life-cycle model**: In what type of development life-cycle model is the documentation applied?
  Most papers did not mention development cycle explicitly. Agile development was only mentioned in 6 papers.

- **RQ 4-Type of artifact**: What are the artifact types for which documentation is made?
  Design, code and requirement, with paper number decreasing in order, are three dominating types of documentation; software quality related types (test, process or quality documents) are less frequently discussed among our selected papers.

- **RQ 5-Documentation formats**: In what format is the documentation presented?
  Three types of format, including formatted text (20 papers), models (21 papers), and tool support (19 papers) had nearly the equal share of papers; documentation mentioned as code comments received a very small share (6 papers);

- **RQ 6-Objects under study**: What are the attributes of the objects under study?
  Most papers had only one SUS. Most SUS’s (12 of 25 papers, 48%) were academic prototypes. Unlike what one would expect, the trend of SUS size does not increase strictly over time. The average number of participants in survey-based papers was 106, the highest one having approximately 1,000 participants [31]. Most participants in survey-based papers were from one or two organizations.

- **RQ 7-Focus of papers**: Among all papers devoted to documentation, what is the percentage of papers that have focused on these aspects of interest: cost, benefit and quality?
  In terms of focus of papers, 50 papers (72%) discuss documentation quality, followed by 37 papers (54%) on benefit, and 12 papers (17%) focusing on documentation cost.

- **RQ 8-Software documentation cost attributes and metrics**: What attributes and metrics related to the cost of documentation have been studied?
  Only six papers (8%) discuss the development or production cost of software documentation. Four papers (6%) address documentation maintenance costs. In terms of degree of evidence in this category of papers (documentation costs), 12 out of 19 papers reached the maturity degree of two (i.e., full empirical evaluation of the attribute).

- **RQ 9-Software documentation usage and benefit attributes and metrics**: What attributes and metrics related to the usage/benefit of documentation have been studied?
  In terms of documentation usage, 29 papers (42%) studied documentation as an aid to software maintenance. 10 papers (14%) were related to documentation as an aid to comprehend system architecture during development. 14 papers (20%) were on code-level comprehension.
8.2 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The above-mentioned results of our systematic mapping can help new (e.g., PhD students) or established researchers as well as practitioners to obtain an overview of the research space (approaches, metrics, tools and models) in this field. From RQ 1-2 we can see that the majority of existing papers focus on proposing a new approach or techniques (around 40%) and presenting preliminary validation results on their proposal (29% of all papers contributing empirical evidences). We can infer from such a ratio comparison that a certain number of approaches/techniques proposed have not been reportedly validated in empirical evidences. Also, the lack of papers contributing documentation processes or metrics lets us speculate why these aspects have been neglected in existing literature and what factors lead to such facts. Among the empirical papers, only a small portion of them offer substantial evidences (RQ 6), such as study results reported from large-scale development projects, or from large number of study participants of various organizations. Stronger empirical evidences are still needed to enhance the understanding and to establish profound theories of this field.

On the other hand, our results reveal that in most existing discussion development documents are mostly in certain types (e.g. design, requirement, etc. from RQ 4). Software quality related document types, such as test, process or quality documents, attracted little attention. More research concerning these types may be worthy of consideration. In terms of documentation formats (RQ 5), certain formats, such as text, models, tools, etc. are discussed frequently in collected papers. Questions such as “Are requirement documents mostly textual?”, “Do practitioners write design documents using graphical models?” might be raised about the relationship between documentation types and format. This is one interesting topic worthy of future research. Besides, most existing research does not discuss documentation in an explicitly-given context of development cycles (RQ 3). As people’s understanding of software development evolves, future researchers or practitioners might need to redefine the role and boundary of documentation according to different SDLC contexts. Specifically, research on documentation in Agile development practice could be an interesting research direction, based on the fact that only six papers have investigated this aspect so far.

Also, the results would help to identify the emerging areas in this field and also the areas that require more attention from the research community. As the results in RQ 7-8 reveal, one important aspect of documentation, the cost, seems to be neglected in existing literature. There are many unanswered questions regarding cost metrics or measurement, such as: “Is document size a good document cost metric?”, “What factors lead to the cost?” or “What are the underlying cost-drivers in a system development or maintenance context?” This is a strong contrast to other related research areas which have matured with rich literature, such as software effort estimation. As the future project management requires more accurate cost control over development process, effort consumed in documentation as one significant cost drivers will need to be tuned properly. Therefore, more papers dedicated to understand documentation behaviors and leading towards a documentation cost estimation model will be expected. In terms of documentation benefits (RQ 9), only a limited number of papers provided strong empirical evidences and the majorities only discussed benefits in a qualitative manner. Although there were a few controlled experiments reported on how documentation or UML saved maintainers’ time or improved code quality, an aggregation of these empirical evidences and more novel evidences are still needed to
achieve a well-established theory so as to achieve better understanding of the process and to generate meaningful benefit measurements. This trend prediction can also be applied to documentation quality (RQ 10). As the results show, the majorities of papers concerning documentation quality attributes have only qualitative discussion. On the one hand, there is a general lack of models to comprehensively and meaningfully incorporate the different aspects of software documentation. To address this issue, we proposed a quality model in Section 5.2.2. On the other hand, current proposed metrics are still far from mature to actually measure document quality. Again, more empirical evidences are worthy of investigation to validate existing models and to investigate how quality-related measurements of software documentation would generate concrete benefits for practitioners.

Recall from Section 1 that the need for this SM was motivated in the context of a multi-year industrial collaborative research and development project, which aims to minimize the cost and amount of documentation across the software development life-cycle for one of our industrial partners. The results of this SM have already started to benefit our research team in that project by providing to us a summary of what has been done in each of the following sub-areas: cost, benefits and quality of technical software documentation. The results of the SM have enabled us to adapt (re-use) some of the existing techniques, thus preventing us from “re-inventing the wheel”, and to develop novel methods, models and techniques in this area. Specifically, formalized models of documentation cost, benefit, and quality that we developed during this SM (Section 5.2) have been very beneficial for our team members in a formal analysis of the subject matter.

In terms of industry’s involvement in the field, a certain number of papers concerning practical aspects of documentation (e.g. tool building, standard selection, etc.) are reported by our industrial colleagues. We hope that such trend of industry involvement will continue to enrich the literature and help mature this field.
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